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Welcome
We’re delighted to introduce you to Pearson Edexcel iPrimary
and iLowerSecondary - new international curriculum programmes
in English, Mathematics and Science for 5 to 14 year olds.

The most up to
date international
curriculum available
iPrimary and iLowerSecondary
are based on the latest English
National Curriculum (2014),
with an international approach,
and have been written with
learners of English as an additional
language (EAL) in mind.

Supporting your
child’s progress
It’s important that teachers can easily
identify where your child can improve,
so they can make the best progress
possible. Schools who use Pearson have
access to advanced tools, services and
data, such as ResultsPlus, which provides
the most detailed analysis available of
individual exam performance.

Mapped to world-renowned resources
iPrimary and iLowerSecondary have been mapped to our wide range of Pearson
resources that are loved by students and teachers across the globe.
These include Bug Club, Abacus and KS3 Maths Progress - further
enhancing the iPrimary and iLowerSecondary learning experience.
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International benchmarking
Knowing your child’s starting point, understanding their learning and reflecting
on their development helps to ensure the best opportunities in their educational
journey. As a result, ongoing assessment underpins these new programmes.
This includes regular progress tests, assessed by the school, as well as
external assessment. This provides a certificated qualification that is
internationally benchmarked against students around the world.

Laying the foundation for future success
The iPrimary and iLowerSecondary curriculum provides your child with the skills
and knowledge they need to access the wider curriculum and gives an excellent
foundation for later learning.
They form part of iProgress, our complete series for international schools.
The iProgress family also includes International GCSE (IG) and International
Advanced Level (IAL), and delivers a consistent learning journey for your child,
wherever they are in the world.

iPrimary

Ages 5-11

English, maths
and science

iLowerSecondary

Ages 11-14

English, maths
and science

International
GCSE (9–1)

International
Advanced Level (IAL)

Ages 14-16

Ages 16-19

Available in
37 subjects

Available in
21 subjects

Based on the UK curriculum but designed with a global outlook, iProgress opens
the doors of the best universities in all parts of the world and equips learners to
thrive in an ever-changing global economy.
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Pearson Edexcel
As the UK’s largest awarding organisation, Pearson Edexcel is best
placed to provide qualifications that are most closely aligned to the
British educational system. With over 3.4 million students studying
our qualifications worldwide, we offer qualifications to 6,500 schools,
colleges and employers globally.

It is like a global passport,
it offers me worldwide recognition
and I can go anywhere with my
Edexcel qualifications.”
Nikita Jha, Edexcel International GCSE student at Sayfol International School, Malaysia.

qualifications.pearson.com/iPrimary
qualifications.pearson.com/iLowerSecondary

